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Abstract
The result size of a query that involves multiple
attributesfrom the samerelation dependson these
attributes’joinr data distribution, i.e., the frequencies of all combinations of attribute values. To
simplify the estimation of that size, most commercial systemsmakethe artribute value independenceassumption andmaintain statistics(typically
histograms)on individual attributes only. In reality, this assumptionis almostalways wrong and the
resulting estimationstend to be highly inaccurate.
In this paper,we proposetwo main alternativesto
effectively approximate(multi-dimensional) joint
data distributions. (a) Using a multi-dimensional
histogram, (b) Using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) techniquefrom linear algebra. An
extensiveset of experimentsdemonstratesthe advantagesanddisadvantagesof the two approaches
and the benefitsof both comparedto the independenceassumption.
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Introduction

There are severalcomponentsin a databasemanagement
system(DBMS) that require reasonablyaccurateestimates
of the result sizes(or selecrivities) of operators. Cost-based
query optimizers usethem to obtain estimatesof the costs
of subsequentoperatorsand eventually of complete query
execution plans. Also, query profilers use them to provide quick feedbackto users as a means to detect some
forms of semanticmisconceptionsbefore queries are acl Partially
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tually executed. Selectivity estimation typically relies on
someapproximateknowledgeof the databasecontents.
For a query involving a single attribute of a relation, its
result size dependson the data distribution of that attribute
in the database.Proposalsto approximate single-attribute
data distributions include histogram-basedtechniques [9]
(the adoption of the uniform distribution assumption [ 181
beinga specialcaseof them), sampling [ 111,andparametric
techniques[ 191.Themain advantagesof histogramsarethat
they incur almostno run-time overhead,they do not require
thedatato fit a probability distribution or a polynomial and,
for most real-world databases,there exist histograms that
produce low-error estimateswhile occupying reasonably
smallspace(in theorderof a few hundredbytes in acatalog).
Hence,they are the most commonly usedform of statistics
in practice (e.g., they are used in DB2, Informix, Ingres,
Microsoft, Oracle, Sybase), and have been studied quite
extensivelyin the literature [4,5,6,9, 13, 14, 161.Our own
earlier work has resulted in a taxonomy that includes both
the old and severalnew classesof histograms, someof the
latter being far moreaccuratethan the former [la].
For a query involving two or more attributes of the same
relation, its result size dependson the joint data distribution of those amibutes;i.e., the frequencies of all combinations of attribute values in the database. Due to the
multi-dimensionalnatureof thesedistributions andthe large
numberof suchattributevalue combinations,direct approximation of joint distributions canbe rather complex andexpensive. In practice, most commercial DBMSs adopt the
attribute value independenceassumption [2,18]. Under this
assumption,the datadistributions of individual attributesin
a relation are independent of eachother and the joint data
distribution can bederivedfrom the individual distributions
(which are approximatedby one-dimensionalhistograms).
Unfortunately,real-life data rarely satisfiesthe attribute
value independenceassumption. For instance, functional
dependenciesrepresentthe exact opposite of the assumption. Moreover, there are intermediate situations as well.
For example, it is natural for the salary attribute of

the Employee relation to be ‘strongly’ dependenton the
age attribute (i.e., higher/lower salaries mostly going to
older/youngerpeople). Making the attribute value independenceassumptionin thesecasesmay result in very inaccurateapproximationsof joint data distributions and therefore
inaccuratequery result size estimationswith devastatingeffectson a DBMS’s performance[2]. We are awareof only
oneproposalto replacethis assumption,which involved the
construction of multi-dimensional equi-depth histograms
[12]. But, in light of the new and far more accuratehistogramclasses,this proposalseemslimited andthe heuristic
techniqueproposedfor the partitioning of two-dimensional
spacesis often ineffective.
Motivated by the aboveproblems, we have investigated
severalways to.approximatejoint data distributions in relatively accuratefashion. This paper contains the resultsof
this effort and makesthe following contributions:
1. All histograms in our earlier, one-dimensional, taxonomy [la] are generalized to multiple dimensions.
The newer classesof histograms that we have introduced prove to be much more accurate in capturing
joint data distributions than the traditional equidepth
histograms.
2. A novel techniqueis provided for partitioning a multidimensional spaceinto a given number of partitions
while satisfying various mathematical constraints.
This techniqueis comparedwith a techniquebasedon
Hilbert-numbering and a generalization of the technique of Muralikrisbna and Dewitt [12] and shown
to result in significantly better multi-dimensional histograms.
3. The Singular ValueDecomposition (SVD) technique
from linear algebra[lo] is introduced as a mechanism
to approximate two-dimensional joint data distributions by a small number of individual data distributions.
An extensive set of experiments demonstratesthe advantages and disadvantagesof various approachesand their
benefitscomparedto the independenceassumption.

of Vi(k) is the number of tuples in R with Xi = Vi(k).
The area ai
of tki(k) is defined as ai
= fi(k) x
si(k). The data distributiorl of Xi is the set of pairs 7i =
{ (ui(l)t fi( I)), (tit(2). fi(z))t. . .y (ui(Di)tfi(Di))
I*
The jointfrequency f(kt . .., k,) of the value combination < vr(kr), .., rn(k,) > is the number of tuples in R
that contain Vi(ki) in attribute Xi, for all i. The joint
data distribution 7, ,_.,,, of ,Yt. .., X, is the entire set of
(value combination, joint frequency) pairs. Often we refer
to the individual data distributions of eachof the attributes
as their marginal distributions. A natural way to representjoint data distributions is using multi-dimensional frequencymatrices(tensors). The frequencymatrix .TI,..,” for
Xi’s is a D1 x .. x D, matrix (tensor) whose [ICI,.., k,]
entry is equal to f(kt, .., k”). We refer to such matrices
as n-dimensional marrices in this paper. We can similarly
defineone-dimensionalfrequency vectorscorrespondingto
the marginal distributions of Xi ‘s.
Thejoint frequencydistributioncan bevisualized asa set
of points in a multidimensional space,with eachattribute
correspondingto an axis. For eachcombinationof attributes
valuesthat is present in the relation, there is a point in the
spacewhose coordinates are equal to the attribute values.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 for the two-dimensionalcase’.
The numbersnext to the points denotethejoint frequencies
of the correspondingattribute-value pairs.
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We provide definitions in the context of a set of n realor integer-valued attributes Xi (i = l..n) in a relation
R. These definitions can be extended to non-numerical
attributes by first converting values in their domains into
floating point numbers.

Figure 1: Multi-dimensional Data Distribution
Note that thejoint datadistributionis multi-dimensional,
canbe very large for a large databaserelation, anddiffers for
eachcombination of attributes (of which therecan be many
in a database).Due to these complexities, it is impractical
to store the entire joint data distribution of the relation and
is consideredexpensiveeven to approximateit. In the next
section, we define an important but rare characteristicof
certain joint data distributions that makesthem simpler to
approximate.

2.1 Data Distributions

2.2 Attribute Value Independence

2 Problem Formulation

The value set Vi of attribute Xi is the set of valuesof Xi
that are present in R. Let Vi = {vi(k): 1 5 k 5 Di ),
where Vi(k) < vi(j) when k < j. The spread si(k) of
vi(k) is defined as si(k) = vi(k + 1) - Vi(k), for 1 2
i 5 Di. (We take si(Di) = 1.) The frequency fi(k)

Definition 2.1 A set of attributes Xi, 1 5 i 5 R have
’ Although our formulation
and techniques are presented for the general, multi-dimensional
case, for simplicity.
all our examples are twodimensional.

mutually independentdatadistributions if
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V 15 i-j < II, V 15 k,m 5 Di, 15 1,n < Dj.
f( . . . . k ,..., l,...)
f( . . . . m . . . . . I ,...)
ft...*k,

. . . . n ,...)

= f( . . . . rn? . . . . n ,... )’

(‘)

where C and rn appearin the ith argumentoff and 1 and
n appea in the jth argumentof f. In other words if the
tuples of a relation are grouped basedon their values in
one of the attributes, the data distribution of the values in
the other attribute within each group is identical up to a
constant factor.
Let T be the number of tuples in relation R, 3i be the
1 X . . . X Di X .., x 1 frequencyvector of Xi and 3i,..,”
be the joint frequency matrix of all Xi, 1 _<i 5 n. Then,
Definition 2.1 implies that
1

3 l,..,n = rp-,
-

X3] x . ..x3*.*

(2)

Theseequations are illustrated in the following example.
Example 2.1 Let Xt and X2 contain three values each,
with the following joint and marginal frequencymatrices:

3.2 = ( 95

38

‘9 ).

One can easily verify that (1) holds.
W, l)/f(2,3)

=

30/6

= f(3,l)lf(3,3)

For instance,
=

15/3.

Likewise, summing up all frequenciesin any matrix yields
T = 152, so (2) holds as well:

2.3 Query Result Size Estimation
In this paper,we mostly focuson queriescontaining predicatesof the form (4 &. .&P,,), wherePi is a selectionon attribute Xi. The result size of sucha query can be computed
from thejoint datadistributionof theparticipating attributes
asthe sum of the frequenciesof the attribute-value pairsthat
satisfy the query predicate. Any approximationto the joint
frequency matrix would generatea correspondingapproximation to the query result size as well. One-dimensional
histograms are very commontools for single-attribute distribution approximation andarecentralto this paper,so they
are introduced in the following section.
*he=. x is overloaded to indicate both multiplication
of multidimensional matrices and multiplication
of a scalar with such a matrix.

Histograms

In this section, we define one-dimensionalhistogramsand
briefly describea taxonomy presentedin our earlier work
[ 161. Extensionsto multi-dimensional histogramsare defined later in the paper.
A histogram on an attribute X is constructedby using
a partitiothg rule to partition its data distribution into $
(2 I) mutually disjoint subsetscalled buckersand approximating the frequenciesand valuesin each bucket in some
commonfashion. In particular, the mosteffective approach
for values is the uniform spread assumption [la], under
which attribute valuesare assumedto be placed at equal intervals betweenthe lowest andhighestvaluesin the bucket.
Likewise, the mosteffectiveapproachfor frequenciesis the
uniformfrequency
assumption,underwhich the frequencies
in a bucketare approximatedby their average.
As examples,consider the well-known equi-width and
equi-depth histograms.They both group contiguous ranges
of attribute valuesinto bucketsbut differ in the partitioning
rule they employ. In an equi-width histogram,all buckets
are assignedvalue rangesof equal length; in an equi-depth
histogram, all bucketsare assignedthe sametotal number
of tuples.
We have introduced several new classes of (onedimensional)histogramswith significantdifferencesin their
characteristicsand accuracies.Our effort to understandall
possibilities has generateda taxonomy that allows us to
systematically deal with both the old and new histogram
classes[16]. This taxonomy is basedon four orthogonal
characteristicsthat uniquely identify a histogram classand
are describedbelow.
Sort Parameter: This is a parameterwhose value for
eachelementin thedatadistributionis derivedfrom the correspondingattribute value and frequencies.All histograms
require that the sort parametervaluesin eachbucketform a
contiguousrangethat hasno overlapwith any other bucket.
Attribute value (V), frequency (F), and area (A) are the
proposedsort parameters.
Partition Class: This indicates any restrictions on the
numberof elementsin buckets. Two important classesare
serial-which placeno restrictions,andend-biased-which
requires at most one non-singleton bucket. Theseclasses
differ in their accuracy(highestfor serial) ahd storageefficiency (highestfor end-biased).
Source Parameter: It capturesthe property of the data
distribution that is the mostcritical in anestimationproblem
and is used in conjunction with the next characteristic in
identifying a unique partitioning. Spread(9, frequency
(F), and area(A) are the most useful sourceparameters.
Partition Constraint: The partition constraint is a
mathematical constraint on the source parameter that
uniquely identifies a single histogram:
Equi-sum:
In an equi-sum histogram,the sumof the source
valuesin eachbucketis approximatelythe same.

V-Optimal: Define the variance of a histogram to be the
weighted sum of the variancesof its source parameter in
each of the buckets, with the weights being the number
of attribute values grouped in the bucket. The v-oprimaf
histogram on an attribute is the histogram with the least
variance among all the histogramsusing the samenumber
of buckets.
Ma&l@ In a mardiffhistogram, there is a bucketboundary
between two sourceparametervaluesthat are adjacent(in
sort parameterorder) if the differencebetweenthesevalues
is one of the /3 - 1 largestdifferences.
Compressed: In a compressed histogram, the h highest
source values are stored separatelyin h singleton buckets;
the rest are partitioned as in an equi-sum histogram. We
have chosen h to be the number of source values that (a)
exceedthe sum of all sourcevaluesdivided by the number
of buckets and (b) can be accommodatedin a histogram
with 9 buckets.
By making different choicesfor eachof theseorthogonal histogram characteristics,one obtains different classes
of histograms. Following [ 161,we will usep(w) to denote
a histogram class with partition constraint p, sort parameter s, and source parameteru. Under this notation, for
example, the equidepth and equiwidth histogramsbecome
equisum(V,F) and equisum(V,S)histograms,respectively.
Using the aboveframeworkfor histograms,we now turn
to the main theme of this paper, which is approximating
joint data distributions.

4 Attribute Value Independence Assumption
@VI)
The attribute value independence assumption was intro-

ducedin the context of the System-Roptimizer [ 181.Under
this assumption, all attributesare treatedas if independent
of each other (Definition 2. I), regardlessof the actual data
dependencies. The data distribution of each attribute is
approximated separatelyusing any of the one-dimensional
histograms in the taxonomy presentedaboveor any other
technique@ in this paper).
Usage: Let the predicate P be of the form (PI&.&P,),
where Pi is a selection on attribute Xi. Let Hi be the histogram on Xi and T be the relation cardinality. First, the
estimatedresult size Si of applying Pi on the relation based
on Hi is calculated. Then, an estimatefor the result size S
of applying P on the relation can be obtainedthrough
s=

s1 x .. x s,
$I+,
7

(3)

which is a straightforward consequenceof formula (2).
Comments: An advantageof this approachis that one can
use goodquality one-dimensionalhistograms, which are
inexpensive to compute,store,andmaintain. The main disadvantageis that the assumptionis almost always wrong,
and therefore it results in approximatejoint data distribu-
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tions (and consequentlyquery result sizes) that are very far
from the actual ones.
Example 4.1 Considerthe joint frequency matrix on the

left:
( 41 ”

Y)

( i;3 fi

‘%)

It is easy to verify that the marginal distributions of this
matrix are the sameasthosein Example 2.1. Hence, their
joint frequency matrix computedunder the attribute value
independenceassumptionis the one given in that example
and repeatedabove(on theright) for clarity. The differences
between the two matricesareobvious.
Next, we considermoreaccuratetechniquesthat attempt
to capture dependenciesbetweenthe attributes.

5 Multi-Dimensional Histograms (MHIST)
A multidimensional histogramon a setof attributes is constructed by partitioning the joint data distribution into 0
mutually disjoint bucketsand approximating the frequency
and value setsin eachbucket in a uniform manner as follows.
Vahes: The value domain is approximated by an extension of the uniform spreadassumption(Section 3). Let
the snvrlkst andlqat Xi V&KS in bucket B bemini and
mati respectively. Then, we can visualize the bucket as
an n-dimensional rectanglewith two extreme comers being < mini, .., min, > and < maxl, ..,max,, >. Let
di be the number of distinct valuesin attribute X; that are
present in B. Let the L’th approximatevalue in dimension i
(obtained by applyingthe uniform spreadassumptionalong
that dimension) bedenotedby u:(k). The actual datapoints
in B are then approximatedby all possible combinations
< qh), .., I&(&) >, where 1 5 ki < dj.
Frequencies: All histogramsmake the uniform frequency assumption and approximate the frequencies in
a bucket by their average. Thus, for example, if F is
the sum of all frequenciesin B, each approximate value
< V{(h), .., uk(/zn) > is associatedwith an approximate
frequency equal to F/(dl x .. x dn).
Example 5.1 To illustrate the aboveapproximations, con-

sider the actual andapproximatevaluesand frequencies in
a bucket shown in Figure 2. The averagefrequency of the
bucket is obtained by dividing the sum of the frequencies
(3 15) by the total numberof approximatevalues inside the
bucket (4 x 5 = 20).
Buckets in multi-dimensionalhistograms need to keep
the following information: numberof tuples and for each
dimension, the low andhigh values,as well as the number
of distinct valuesin that dimension.
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Figure 3: MaxDiff(H,F) (Hilbert) histograms
Figure 2: Approximations within a multi-dimensional
bucket
In order to motivate our technique, we lirst describea
Next, we identify several classesof multi-dimensional generalization of the approach proposedin [12] for equihistogramsbasedon different partitioning rules. Theresult- deprh partitioning of a two-dimensional data distribution
ing histogramscan be classified using the sameparameters ‘T into /3 buckets. Our generalization (called PHASED in
as in the one-dimensional taxonomy. While the partition
this paper) which extends their algorithm to otherpartition
class, source parameter,and partition constraintextend in
constraints,sourceparameters,and to higher dimensionsis
a straightforward manner to the multi-dimensional case, describedbelow (the ai’s are nearly equal integerswhose
multi-dimensional sort parametersintroduce a serious“orproduct is approximately 3.).
dering” problem, which is describedbelow.
Step 1: The n-dimensional spaceis partitioned along one
of the dimensions, say Xt . into at equi-depthbuckets.
Scalar sort parameters(i.e., F, A, or Vi) are totally ordered, so in those casesa bucket simply correspondsto a Step i, i = 2..n: In step i, each of the regionsl’j found
range of values and groups elements that are contiguous in Step i - 1 is partitioned along the attribute Xi into oi
in the order of the sort parameter. A multidimensional regions. The resulting partitions in step n constitute the
final buckets.
sort parameter,e.g., combination of attribute values(V), is
moredifficult to handle becauseit requiresfinding arbitrary
This algorithm has somedrawbacks.First, it can genernonoverlappingregions in n-dimensional space,of which
atea very limited set of histogram bucketizationsandhence
thereis a very large number. We solve this issueusing two
may miss better quality histograms. Second,sincethe orseparatetechniquesas follows.
der in which the dimensions are to be split is decidedonly
Hilbert Numbering: One-dimensionalhistogramswith
once at the beginning and arbitrarily, this techniquecould
V as the sort parameterwere shown in our earlier work to
result in poor partitionings. This is mainly becausea good
one-dimensionalsplit along the marginal datadistribution
be highly accuratemainly becausethey group physically
nearervaluesinto the samebucket and thus achievea good may still result in a very poor partitioning of thejoint data
approximation of the value domain. A well-known tech- distribution, especially when the joint data distribution is
nique in spatial databasesfor capturing the proximity of
large.
multi-dimensional values in a linear order is to usea spaceMotivated by theselimitations, we proposeda new techfilling curve, suchas the Hilbertcwve [3,7,8]. Wepropose nique (called MHIST) which at every stepchoosesand parusingthe Hilbert numbering of attribute valuecombinations titions the most ‘iztitical” attribute as describedbelow. At
as a sort parameter(denoted by H) to order the data and every step, this algorithm deals with a set P of partial
thus onceagain reducethe problem to a single dimension. joint data distributions that are subsetsof the entire joint
This scheme(called HILBERT) is illustrated in Figure3,
data distribution. Initially, P containsjust the entire joint
which shows a MaxDiff(I4.F) partitioning of Figure 1 into
data distribution. The following stepsare repeateduntil
six buckets. Note that this technique may generatenon- the numberof partial distributions in P equalsthe number
rectangular regions, so the corresponding buckets(which
of bucketsavailable, at which point eachof them forms a
must be rectangular) may end up overlapping. By the very
bucket in the histogram.
natureof any linear ordering of multi-dimensionaldata,it is
often the casethat two points that are adjacentto eachother Step 1: First, from the set P, we choosethe distribution
in the n-dimensional spacemay be distant in the linear or7’ that contains an attribute Xi whose marginal distribudering (this problem is much worse for higher dimensions). tion in 7’ is the mosr in need of partitioning. For the
Hence,the resulting histograms may not be ableto capture V-Optimal histograms, this meansa marginaldistribution
proximity in the value domain accurately.
that hasthe maximum variance of sourceparametervalues;
Rectangular Partitioning: In the secondclassof tech- for the MaxDiff histogram, one with the largestdifference
in sourcevaluesbetween adjacentvalues;andfor the Equiniques,the n-dimensional spaceis approximateddirectly by
using non-overlapping n-dimensional rectangularregions Sum,Compressedhistograms, one with the largestsumof
sourcevalues.
computedvia heuristics.
490

Step-2:Next, 7’ is split along Xi into a small number@) of
buckets. The resultingp new partial joint data distributions
replace7’ in setP.
Clearly, different valuesof p may result in different histograms.The impactof p on histogram accuracy is studied
in the experimentssection. We refer to the MHIST technique using p-way splits as MHIST-p.
The two schemes(PHASED with ol = 2. ~2 = 3 and
MHIST-2) are graphically illustrated in Figure 4, which
showsa MaxDiff(V,F) partitioning of the spaceof Figure 1
into six buckets. The numberson the dashed lines denote
the order in which the correspondingsplitting took place.
Note that MHIST-2 avoids grouping highly different frequencies(which,is the goal of MaxDitf), while due to its
simplified bucketizationscheme,PHASED uses up buckets for grouping equalfrequenciesand fails to result in an
accurateMaxDiff histogram.

6 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
6.1

Mathematical Background

The transpose of a matrix .\I is denoted by MT. A square

matrix with OSin all its non-diagonal entries is called a
diagonal matrix. Let J be an M x N matrix with M 2
N. A singular value decomposition (SVD) of J is any
factorization of the form:
J = I!- D VT,

(4)

where U is an M x N matrix, D is an N x N diagonal
matrix, and V is an N x N matrix. The entries of U and V
are all between-1 and 1. Several such factorizations are
possible. It hasbeenshown that there exist matrices U and
V such that the diagonal elements of D are non-negative
and in descendingorder. Assumethat all instancesof SVD
in this paperhavesucha property. Let di be the ith diagonal
entry in D. The quantities di are called the singular values
of J, and the columns of Zr and V are called the left and
right singular vecrors,respectively. SVD is illustrated in
the following example.
ExampIe6.1

Let J = ( ‘“I:

‘y ). Thismatrixhasthe

following SVD:
-0.99
0.05
( -0.05 -0.99 >(

100.61
0
0 6.56 >(

-0.99 -0.10
0.10 -0.99 >

Figure 4: Two-dimensionalMaxDiff(V,F) histograms
By picking a dimensionbased on its criticality to the
partition constraintat eachstep (thus allowing the samedimensionto be pickedseveraltimes, for example), MHIST-2
often results in a desirablehistogram. It is also clear that
this algorithm can generatefar more types of partitionings
than the older approach.These comments are empirically
verified in our experimentsin Section 7.
Usage: Let the selection predicate P be of the form
(Pi&. . .&P,,), where Pi is a selection on attribute Xi.
Assumethat an n-dimensionalhistogram exists on the set
of attributes{Xi}. In principle, P is directly applied to each
histogrambucket andthe (partial) result sizes are addedto
yield an estimatefor the overall result size.
Comments: By trying to approximate the joint frequency
distribution directly, multidimensional histograms havethe
potential of capturing attribute value dependencieswith
high accuracy. In fact, we have shown that under certain
assumptions,the V-Optimal(F,F)histogramsare optimal in
any dimensionality,thus generalizing our earlier result for
the one-dimensionalcase[6]. The main disadvantageof
multidimensional histogramsis that they are often quite
expensiveto construct. Also, for relation with several attributes, there is an exponential number of joint data distributions that one might want to directly approximate, so
choosingamongthemis nontrivial.

For a two-dimensional matrix M, let &M(i) be the horizontal vectorcorrespondingto the ith row of M and CM(~)
be the vertical vector corresponding to the ith column of
M. It follows from (4) that J can be written in terms of
severalone-dimensionalvectors [ 171.That is,
J = edt

Ccr(k) l+(k).

(5)

k=l

It follows that any two-dimensional matrix can be computed from its singular vectors and singular values. This
observationmotivatesour usageof SVD in approximating
joint datadistributions, as describednext.
6.2 Technique

Considerajoint datadistribution7 on two attributesXt and
X2, with value-setsizesof DI , D2 (01 1 D2), respectively.
Let J be the correspondingjoint frequency matrix. Then,
I is approximatedbasedon the following steps:
1. Compute the SVD of (a sample of) J = U D VT
using well-known algorithms [ 171for this purpose.
2. For somesmall number C <= N, store accuratelythe
k highest singular values.
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3. Constructone-dimensionalhistogramson the 2k row
and column vectorscorrespondingto these terms. In
principle, a differenthistogramfrom the taxonomy can
be usedfor eachvector,but in practice, it makessense
to usethe sameone for all of them.
The histogramsconstructedin step 3 can be plugged into
formula (5) in placeof the row andcolumn vectorsto obtain
an approximationof J andconsequentlyof the desiredjoint
datadistribution.
Elaborating briefly on step 2 above, it is clear that for
high-cardinality attributes (high N), the matrix size will
also be very high, makingthe approximation of all singular
vectorsa rather impracticalsolution. It turns out that when
the attributes are highly dependentor nearly independent,
the distribution of di valuestends to be highly skewed (a
few high and mostly very small values) [lo]. As a result,
by storing histogramsfor only the first k terms of the SVD.
one can get a reasonablygood approximation of the joint
frequency matrix. We refer to a specific instance of SVDbasedapproximationusing k termsasthe SVD-k technique.
Resultsfrom experimentsshowingthe sufficiency of a small
h, e.g., k=5, arepresentedin Section 7.
Usage: It can be easily shown that, one can use (5) to expressthe selectivity of a predicateP l&P2 as the sum of k
terms: the i’th termis d;ciri, where ci and ri are the selectivities of 9 and 9 computedfrom histogramson Cu(i)
and Rv(i) respectively,and di is the i’th singular value.
Comments: This techniquerequiresonly one-dimensional
histograms, which are quite inexpensive to compute and
store. Unlike the attribute independenceassumption, this
techniquemakesa seriouseffort to accurately capture data
dependencies,so its estimatesshould be more accurate. Its
maindisadvantageis that it cannot be extendedto higher dimensions(> 2) [I]. Like the multi-dimensional histograms
case,systemsemploying SVD also require advanceknowledgeof importantcombinationsof attributes.

7 Experimental Evaluation
In order to study the accuracy of various techniques in
estimating the result sizesof multi-attribute predicates,we
conducted severalexperimentsover a testbed containing
syntheticdataandqueries.Due to spacelimitations we our
experimentson real-life and TPC-D data appearelsewhere
r151.
7.1 Experiment Testbed
Techniques: The following techniqueswere studied: AVI
(Section 4). HILBERT, PHASED, MHIST-p with p=l.. 10
(Section 5), and SVD-k with k = 1..lO (Section 6). The
histogramsrequired in these techniques were taken from
the taxonomy. AVI and SVD-lc require multiple onedimensional histogramsto be built, which can in general
&long to different classes.For our experimentswe assume

all histogramsare taken from any single class in the
taxonomy.
The samplesize (s) for the histogram construction was
2000. 10000,or equal to the number of tuples (7’) in the
relation. Eachtechniquewas given the samestoragespace
B, which rangedfrom 400 to 4000 bytes. All histogramsin
a given techniquedivide this spaceequally amongstthem.
The relative performanceof various techniques was fairly
constantover different values of sample size and storage
space.Hence,we presentthe detailed results for the default
values(s = 2000.B = 800), chosenbecausethey aresmall
enoughto be practical and also lead to reasonablyaccurate
estimatesfor the good-quality techniques.
Data Distributions: Several synthetic joint data distributions weregeneratedby choosing different value domains
andfrequencies,asdescribedbelow. The numberof relation
tuples wasfixed at IM (million) for the two-dimensional
data and 51Mfor higher dimensions. The number of attributevalues(D) in all n attributeswas identical andvaried
from 50 to 200, and waschosensuch that the total number
of combinationsdoesnot exceedthe number of tuples.
FrequencySets:Severaldifferent types of dependencies
weremodeledusing thejoint frequency matrices. Sincethe
observationsremainedthe same in each case, we present
a single broad classof joint frequency matrices in this paper. The motivation behind this distribution (called 2”
for n-dimensions)comes from the fact that when the attributeshavedependenciesbetween them. there will often
be a few combinationsof attribute values that occur much
morefrequentlyin the relation than others. We model this
phenomenonby populating thejoint frequency matrix from
a Zipf distribution [20], and varying the level of dependencyby meansof the t parameterof the Zipf distribution.
For higher valuesof the 2 parameter,there are a few very
high frequenciesimplying strong dependencebetweenthe
attributes. For small values of t (close to 0). all frequencies tend to be similar, implying that all attribute-value
combinationsare equally likely to appear in the relation
(independence).
ValueSets:All attribute values were nonnegative integers,andspreadswere generatedaccording to severaldistributionsgiven in [ 161.In this paper we presentthe results
for cuspmin distribution which consistsof Do/2increasing
spreadsfollowed by D/2 decreasingspreads.
The following notation is used to represent various
joint datadistributions arising out of these combinations:
ualue_seto...ualue_set,.Z”( D, z).
Queries and Error Formulas: All techniques wereevaluatedforrangepredicatesofthe form (XI 5 ot)&..&(X, 5
a,), whereai is a constant in ‘Di, the domain of Xi. The
query set containsqueries over all Possible values in the
joint value domain. For each query, we find two forms of
error: error as a percentageof the result size (Es) and error as a percentageof the input relation size (ET). When
consideringa set of queries together, we compute the avthat
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eragesof the aboveerrors over the query set (Es and ET,
respectively). Since both error measuresled to identical
conclusions about the relative performanceof the studied
techniques,we only presentresults for the Es error.
We first present the results of experiments on twodimensional queries for all the techniquesand then present
the results for higher dimensions.
7.2 Effectiveness of Histograms
The relative performanceof various histogramswas fairly
constantover a wide range of data and query sets. Hence,
we presentresults from the cusp~min.cusp~min.Z2(50, I)
data distribution. Table 5 contains the errors (as a percentageof the result size) of the techniquesusing various
histograms. The horizontal line separatesthe consistently
good-quality histogramsfrom the poor quality histograms.
There are two main conclusions to be drawn from this table. First, the most accuratehistograms in eachtechnique
belong to the MaxDiff(V,A) or V-Optimal(V,A) classes3.
This is becauseof the effectiveness of the three parameters: A (area) in capturing the skew in value and frequencydomains, MaxDiff and V-Optimal in grouping only
similar spreads/frequencies,and V in capturing the value
domain. Since the MaxDiff(V,A) histogramsare less expensive than the V-0ptimahV.A) histograms [16], all the
techniques in the remaining experiments use the MaxDiff(V,A) histograms. Second, for most histograms, AVI
performs the poorest while the other techniquesperform
significantly better. This observation is corroboratedby the
remaining experimentsin this paper.
7.3 Effect of Dependencies
In this section, we study the effectivenessof the studied
techniquesin handling datadependencies,the main concern
of this paper. Dependenceis increasedby increasingthe r
parameterof the Z* distribution.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the effects of k (numberof SVD
termsretained) andp (numberof partitions in a split) parameterson the SVD-k and MHIST-p techniques,respectively,
with dependency(:) on the x-axis and error (Es) on the
y-axis. Finally, Figure 9 comparesthe accuracyof the best
SVD and MHIST techniquesthus identified, with the other
techniques. The following conclusions can be drawn from
thesefigures.

local-vs-global considerations.For the MaxDiff constraint,
a high value of p results in partitioning the attribute with
the largestdifference betweenany neighboring sourcevalues at several points. While one of these partitions falls
exactly at the largestdifference, the remaining onesmay be
at points that exhibit much smaller differences than those
found in other attributes, leaving fewer buckets to handle
those. Clearly, this problem does not arise for p = 2 and is
small for p = 3.
Basedon theseobservations,we have chosenMHIST-2
and SVD-5 as the bestrepresentativesof the MHIST, SVD
techniquesand presentexperimental results only for them
in the rest of the paper.
All techniques (Figure 9): It is clear that despite using
high-quality one-dimensional histograms, the AM technique results in very high errors. Among other techniques,
PHASED and SVD-5 have nearly similar performances
while MHIST-2 andHILBERT are noticeably better. Overall, MHIST-2 performs the best. Further analysis of each
caseshowedthe following: first, the quality of partitions obtained by MHIST-2 wassignificantly better than PHASED,
andsecond,HILBERT incurs errors becauseof overlapping
grouping of valuesandthe unavoidable lossof proximity in
linear ordering.
Interestingly, all techniques are more effective at handling low and high dependenciesthan intermediate levels
(2 = 2). For high values of skew, there are few frequencies that are very high and, therefore, captured accurately
by the MaxDiff(V,A) histograms, while the rest of tk frequenciesarevery low andgrouping them into the remaining
bucketscausessmall errors. For low values of skew,since
frequenciesare all nearly the same,any grouping of them
is unlikely to result in high errors. For t around 2, there
are severalfrequenciesin the Zipf distribution that are dissimilar and significantly high, and hence causehigh errors
when grouped with eachother.
7.4 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section we study the effect of storagespace(B) allocated on the relative performanceof various techniques.
Figure 10 depicts the performance curves for these techniqueson the cuspmin.cuspmin.2’(2,2)
datadistribution.
The errors (Es) are shown on the y-axis and the space(B)
on the x-axis.
It is clear from this figure that, all technique, except
AVI, benefit significantly from increases in space. The
effect of B on AVI is small because,the one-dimensional
histograms AVI capture the marginal distributions nearly
100%accurately even for small amountsof spaceand any
further increase in space does not affect their accuracy.
Sincethe other techniquescapturethejoint datadistribution
more accurately as B increases,their errors decrease.At
very large amountsof spaceall thesetechniqueswill have
nearly 0 errors (most probably they will never become0
becausethey are computed from a sample). The SVD

SVD-k (Figure 7): Among the SVD-k algorithms, SVD-5
has the best performance. For k = 10, although several
terms are captured, the storagespaceallocatedfor eachof
them is smaller and the accuracyof approximatingthe most
important terms in the distribution is low.
MOIST-p (Figure 8): Among the MHIST-p algorithms,
MHIST-2 hasthe bestperformance.The reasonstemsfrom
‘The order of performance is in fact almost identical to our earlier
resultsfor single-attribute queries [ 161.
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Figure 5: Effect of histcDgrams on the accuracy of various techniques
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Figure 7: Effect of k

on SVD-b

Figure 8: Effect of p on MHIST-p

errors do not fall as low even for B = 4000 because SVD
approximatesonly few of the termsin the SVD expansion.
Over all, in an intermediate range of B, the techniques
still retain their relative order of accuracywhile converging
towardseachother.
7.5

Effect of dimensional@

(n) on accuracy

In this section, we study the performanceof various techniques for higher-dimensional queries(n 2 2). Figure 11
contains the storage spaceon the x-axis and errors (Es)
on the y-axis for the MHIST-2 technique for various dimensions. Figure 12 contains the errors for n = 3 for
the MHIST-2, AVI and PHASED techniques. Note that,
as n increases, the errors due to MOIST-2 increase, but
by increasing storagespacetheseerrors can be effectively
reduced. The increasein errors is sharperbetween 2 and
3 than 3 and 4 because,at higher dimensionalities, even
with 5M tuples, the skew in the datadistribution is limited
due to the large number of attribute value combinations.
Spacehasa similar effect on PHASED,but asin the earlier
experiments,PHASED performsworsethanMHIST-2. Interestingly, spacedoes not seemto haveany effect on AVI
errors. This is because,the one-dimensionalhistogramsin
AVI were 100% accurate in capturing the value domains
even at small storagespaces.Hence,the errors are all due
to the complete lack of dependencyinformation in AVI for
any amount of space.The main conclusionis that one can
use MHIST-2 histogramsfor higher dimensionssimply by
allocating more space.

7.6
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Figure 9: Effect of Dependenceon all
techniques

Comparison of Co&r&ion

Costs

Table 6 illustrates the difference in the construction costs
of various techniques. It contains actual timings (in milliseconds) collected from running the correspondingalgorithms on a SUN-SPARCIO,for various techniques using
800 bytes of space. The times listed are averagesover
five runs of the computation program on a lightly loaded
machine and do not include the time taken to compute the
sample. A sample of 2000 tuples was used as the input.
AVI incurs the least time becauseit only needsto compute
two one-dimensional histograms. SVD-5 incurs the highest time becauseof the cost of SVD expansion (mainly)
and computing 10 histograms. HILBERT, PHASED, and
MHIST-2 are more expensivethan AVI becauseof various
intermediatecomputations(Hilbert numbersfor HILBERT
and several one-dimensional partitionings for PHASED,
MHIST-2).
In conclusion, comparedto the cost of collecting the
samplefrom the large relation (requiredfor all techniques)
which could be in the order of seconds,thesecosts(which
are all lessthan 1 second)are almostnegligible and do not
affect the practicality of any of thesetechniques.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposedseveraltechniques based
on multi-dimensional histogramsand SVD as alternatives
to the attribute value independenceassumption. We have
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Figure 12: Effect of space for n = 3
on MHIST-2
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